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Editors of *HSE/RHE*, effective 2001 July 01. Thérèse Hamel and Bill Bruneau may well have a little more to say in a future editorial note about the journal’s past and its likely future development. For the time being, they draw your attention to the notice of vacancy published in the end matter of the volume in your hands. We hope that members and friends of the journal will carefully consider whether they may wish to advance their candidacy for this important job. If the Search Committee can provide information or assistance, please get in touch with the chair, William Bruneau.

Finally, we turn to a number of innovations in the journal’s form and content.

Regular readers of *HSE/RHE* will remember that since 1997, the journal has published a number of short and medium-length articles and essays under three special rubrics: *Forum*, *Research Notes/Correspondence scientifique*, and *Documents*. After a brief hiatus, we are happy to include in the present issue two new papers in two of these “departments,” *Forum* and *Research Notes/Correspondence scientifique*. Potential and future writers of items for any of these rubrics may like to know we warmly welcome new entries. In most cases these pieces need not be subjected to the usual peer review procedures (although it happens that one of the Forum pieces in the present issue, Professor Acker’s paper, passed through review).

With the present volume, we inaugurate a new feature in the book reviews/essays department, the publication of *Essay Reviews*. These papers may be fairly lengthy, and provide an opportunity for extended analysis and evaluation of significant new work in our field, for exploration of historiographical questions and debates, for comparative studies of recently-published work, and similar matters.

We hope readers and friends of *HSE/RHE* may find helpful these new departments and rubrics—and that many of us will choose to write new work for any (or all) of them.

A la prochaine.

Editorial Note

Like volume 10 (1998), this issue of *HSE/RHE* draws together a set of thematically linked papers. More than three-quarters of the articles, notes, and essays we here publish, are drawn from the recent conference of the Canadian History of Education Association/Association canadienne d’histoire de l’éducation, held at the University of Western Ontario in 2000 October. The Editorial Board and our anonymous peer reviewers were delighted by the quality of those papers, and take pleasure in presenting them, in most cases in somewhat revised form.

Even as we prepare for publication of the next issue of the journal, our editorial team is in the midst of change. With this number, Tim Stanley (Université d’Ottawa) leaves the office of Book Review Editor for *HSE/RHE*. We thank Tim for his several years of energetic and able work in this important and popular “department” of *HSE/RHE*.

We are pleased to announce that Diane Purvey (University College of the Cariboo) has accepted appointment as Book Review Editor as from 2001 January 1. Diane’s electronic and ordinary mailing addresses appear in the front matter of this issue of the journal. Her extensive background in Canadian social and educational history will serve the journal, and the book review section, very well.

And still on matters of personnel, we wish to announce the departure from office of the Editors of *HSE/RHE*, effective 2001 July 01. Thérèse Hamel and Bill Bruneau may well have a little more to say in a future editorial note about the journal’s past and its likely future development. For the time being, they draw your attention to the notice of vacancy published in the end matter of the volume in your hands. We hope that members and friends of the journal will carefully consider whether they may wish to advance their candidacy for this important job. If the Search Committee can provide information or assistance, please get in touch with the chair, William Bruneau.

Finally, we turn to a number of innovations in the journal’s form and content.

Regular readers of *HSE/RHE* will remember that since 1997, the journal has published a number of short and medium-length articles and essays under three special rubrics: *Forum*, *Research Notes/Correspondence scientifique*, and *Documents*. After a brief hiatus, we are happy to include in the present issue two new papers in two of these “departments,” *Forum* and *Research Notes/Correspondence scientifique*. Potential and future writers of items for any of these rubrics may like to know we warmly welcome new entries. In most cases these pieces need not be subjected to the usual peer review procedures (although it happens that one of the Forum pieces in the present issue, Professor Acker’s paper, passed through review).

With the present volume, we inaugurate a new feature in the book reviews/essays department, the publication of *Essay Reviews*. These papers may be fairly lengthy, and provide an opportunity for extended analysis and evaluation of significant new work in our field, for exploration of historiographical questions and debates, for comparative studies of recently-published work, and similar matters.

We hope readers and friends of *HSE/RHE* may find helpful these new departments and rubrics—and that many of us will choose to write new work for any (or all) of them.

A la prochaine.
Historians have carefully examined the tortuous development of Canadian technical education, defined as the means of imparting skills, techniques, and applied principles in preparation for the practice of a trade or profession. They rightly attribute a growing "movement" for its inclusion in public education during the last quarter of the 19th century to the social and economic challenges of industrialization and urbanization. This movement not only raised concerns about children and youth but broadened to include adult education, drawing inspiration from successful technical schools abroad, and gaining momentum from Philadelphia's Centennial Exposition in 1876.1

To investigate the deeper historical foundations of this technical education movement is to evoke James Hutton's famous geological adage, "no vestige of a beginning,—no prospect of an end." The 1913 Royal Commission on Industrial Training and Technical Education formulated a "blueprint for the implementation in Canada of the 'new education'" which combined intellectual development with preparation for entrance into industrial society,2 but proposed only the vaguest strategies for integrating technical education into the country's institutional mainstream. Although 19th-century Canadians staked their material, social, and moral progress on modern science and technology, their policymakers never decisively embraced technical education as indispensable to the fulfilment of such ambitions.

One explanation for this reluctance rests with the general consensus that Canada's economic future, including its industrial development, relied almost exclusively upon staple production. The Laurier government's "wary indifference" toward technical education thus stemmed not only from constitutional compli-
